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QUESTION 1

Incidents received via email cannot be reopened after the MYQ_REOPEN_DEADLINE has expired. What is the time
default set by this configuration? 

A. 120 days (4 months) 

B. 720 hours (30 days) 

C. 365 days (1 year) 

D. 168 hours (7 days) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the three options available on the deployment manager screen in customer portal. (Choose three.) 

A. Rollback 

B. Stage 

C. Develop 

D. Production 

E. Promote 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has team leads who are responsible for creating business rules and managing staff 

accounts. 

However, they should not be allowed to create or modify any profiles. 

Which two options can be used to configure the Navigation Set for these team leads? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the Configuration items of Rules and the Staff Account by Group report into the Home Tab and remove the
default Navigation Set. 

B. Keep the default Configuration Items in the Navigation Set and let the profile handle this. 

C. Create a navigation set that only has "Rules" and all "Staff Management" items in the Navigation Set. 

D. Add the Configuration items of Workspaces/ Workflows, Rules and the Staff Account by Group report into the Home
Tab and remove the default Navigation Set. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer has a complex workspace that has 60+ tabs, 100+ data fields, and over 200+ rules that are fired based
on agent actions for their different business functions. 

Your customer has told you that their workspace is painfully slow and the call center agents cannot do their work. 

The customer would like to keep using a single profile for all their agents to simplify administration. 

You have condensed many of the rules in the workspace into named events to try and speed things up, but on the call
center agents\\' workstations it\\'s still too slow. 

Which three options will speed up the agents\\' workspace? (Choose three.) 

A. create workspace rules to hide unused tabs when the workspace loads 

B. utilize a single workspace per business function and assign it to the profile 

C. reduce the number of data fields on the workspace 

D. utilize workflow to split the workspace into more than one 

E. reduce the number of tabs that need to be rendered 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

To manage widgets, you need to access the menu link "Widgets" on the Customer Portal Admin page shown in the
picture below: 

Select three answers that match the options you expect to see when you click Widgets. (Choose three.) 

A. Widgets details 

B. Create a new widget 

C. Browse widgets 

D. Change widget version 

E. Syndicated widgets 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 6

Some chat agents need more time between chats. What are three ways to accomplish this? (Choose three.) 

A. Agent adjusts Stagger Incoming Chats (Seconds) in Options Communication Center. 

B. Administrator increases the wrap up time. 

C. Agents increases Max Chat sessions. 

D. Administrator sets chat workspace to close automatically after chat terminates. 

E. Agent declines a chat offered. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 7

In a Customer Portal design session, the customer explains to you that they have multiple brands, and that they have
multiple websites to reflect these brands. 

After reviewing the sites with the customer, you notice that each of the sites contain the same layout and content, but
have different colors and branding, such as logos. 

Which option allows for a consistent layout and dynamic branding? 

A. Use a single template across all Customer Portal pages, and implement themes dynamically. 

B. Do not use a theme, and implement templates dynamically. 

C. Do not use a template, and implement themes dynamically. 

D. Use a single theme across all Customer Portal pages, and implement templates dynamically. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has two types of end customers that will be visiting their knowledgebase website: public 

customers and registered customers. 

They would like to present additional knowledgebase answers to the registered customers. 

Choose the three statements required to set up this type of environment. (Choose three.) 

A. Create a special public answer status for the registered customer answers. 

B. Ensure registered customers sign in to the knowledgebase website. 

C. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to the registered customer answers. 
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D. Create special Products and Categories for the registered customer answers. 

E. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to all the customer answers. 

F. Ensure each registered Customer has the correct service level with this access level assigned to their account. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

QUESTION 9

Your client wants to bring all contact records from the old system into Oracle Service Cloud. 

Every time a contact record is created, an email message is sent to notify this contact that a new account was created
for them. The contacts do not want these notifications. 

Because you are about to load a large number of contact records, which requirement is essential to prevent emails from
being sent? 

A. A message template must be created to alert the user about this registration process. 

B. The message template "Finish Account Creation" must be switched off before the contacts are loaded. 

C. A new, temporary, business rule needs to be created to prevent the emails from being sent. 

D. Fake email addresses need to be placed instead of the correct one. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Your client wants to measure agent performance based on feedback from their end customers. 

If their end customer provides negative feedback, their incident needs to be reopened automatically. 

Identify three tasks to fulfill these requirements. (Choose three.) 

A. Create a broadcast survey. 

B. Schedule a survey to run on a daily basis. 

C. Set an incident business rule to send the survey when an incident is closed. 

D. Create a new queue for unhappy customers. 

E. Create a transactional survey. 

F. Create a report of survey responses. 

G. Assign scores to the survey questions and set the status field based on the values of the responses. 

Correct Answer: CFG 
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QUESTION 11

When using standard reports within the Analytics module there is a limit to what can be edited in each report. 

Select the two items that are editable on a standard report. (Choose two.) 

A. Permissions. Graphs 

B. Column Headings 

C. Report Heading 

D. Schedules 

E. Non Selectable Filters 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to find all Message Base entries that include the two words "create" and "incident." Which is the correct format
for your search in the KEY field? 

A. create%incident 

B. %create% | %incident% 

C. %create incident% 

D. %create% and %incident% 

E. %create%incident% 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer wants to change the following text on the receipt and ask submit page: 

"Thanks for submitting your question. Use this reference number for follow up:#120728-000001 

A member of our support team will get back to you soon. 

If you need to update your question and you already have an account, log in, click the Your Account tab, and select the
question to open and update it." 

Which two actions will allow you to identify the correct message base item if you did not know which message base you
need to edit? (Choose two.) 

A. Submit an incident to customer care. 

B. Look for the message in the receipt email body. 
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C. Identify the customer portal page that includes the text you want to change and identify the message base from
within the code. 

D. Run a message base report and search for the text string you want to change. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

Your customer has linked products and dispositions together on their site. On the agent\\'s incident workspace the list of
dispositions is not being filtered. 

Select the two actions that will assist in troubleshooting this issue. (Choose two.) 

A. The client has not refreshed the incident in the incident workspace. 

B. The incident workspace does not have a filter workspace rule assigned. 

C. Your customer\\'s agents must log out and log back in. 

D. The Auto-Build product-disposition links is not selected. 

E. The enable product-disposition linking is not selected. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 15

You are building an agent\\'s Incident Script for your customer and they want to chain scripts together within a workflow. 

Which three features/functions will be carried over from one script and made available inside the next script? (Choose
three.) 

A. Contact Fields 

B. Page Rules 

C. Incident Fields 

D. Fired Name Events 

E. Custom Fields 

F. the ability to use the Beginning button to go to the start of the first script 

G. answers to a radio button control 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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